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WHY ISN’T YOUR ORGANIZATION MORE INNOVATIVE?
INNOVATION DRIVES COMMERCIAL
SUCCESS
The innovators don’t follow the crowd—they lead it. They
don’t compete in the market—they create new markets.
Does that describe your organization? Would you like it to?
Our Five-Step Approach to Unlocking Innovation may help.
What do Salesforce, Tesla, Amazon, Shanghai Raas, and

<

Netflix do that less innovative businesses do not? As

>

Forbes recognized in this year’s list of the most innovative
companies, while these businesses operate in very
different sectors—from application software to blood
products to internet retail—businesses like Amazon are
driven by “an infrastructure of innovation.” Innovation is
not left to chance; it is not a nice to have. It is a strategic
choice.
Simply wanting your organization to be more innovative
is not enough. Innovation has to be encoded in your
commercial DNA: informing key processes and practices;
appropriately embedded in job roles and descriptions, in
compensation and reward systems; properly funded and
resourced. And above all, guided by leaders and managers
who understand what creating and maintaining innovative
culture means.
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Innovation is not left to chance;
it is not a nice to have.
It is a strategic choice.
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LEADERSHIP UNLOCKS INNOVATION
LEADERSHIP IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SUCCESS AND FAILURE.
For Amazon, the leadership role is crucial: “leaders start with the customer

• What do you want your leaders to do differently to make that happen?

and work backwards.” This shapes every aspect of their business and makes

• How will you know if they are succeeding?

innovation the core driver of the business.

• Do you have the processes and practices in place that will support them?
• Where should you target your training investment to have maximum effect?

• What does innovation mean in your business?
• How important is it to your commercial model?

Our Five-Step Approach helps answers those questions and offers a flexible approach to

• How important should it be?

developing the kind of work teams necessary to drive and embed a culture of innovation.

<
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UNLOCKING INNOVATION: FIVE KEY STEPS

1

2. Generate Innovation Capability

1

1 3

• Match the team to the task
• Enable decision-making

1

1. Set the Compass
• Balance the needs of
individuals, the team, and
the organization
• Survey and assess current
practices
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• Allocate decision rights and
responsibilities
• Encourage initiative

2

2

2
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4. Coach the Team

3 5

• Plan for the team you’ll need six
months from now

3

2 4

• Provide the team with vision and
representation
• Balance the leadership role

5

• Expect and embrace failure as a way
of learning and developing the team

3. Embody the Team

2

5

• Use learning to drive the team forward

4

• Focus on how the team’s output is
viewed by key stakeholders and the
contribution your team makes to the
organization’s strategic goals

4

4

4

5
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5. Win and Lose Together
• Hold each other accountable
• Celebrate successes and
push forward
• Learn and adapt
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STEP 1: SET THE COMPASS

1

WHERE ARE WE NOW?

This competence-confidence diagnostic uses a unique algorithm
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to analyze the data at the individual and organizational levels,

There is no more important resource than your people.

allowing you to:

• But are they helping or hindering innovation?

• Articulate and set a benchmark against the innovative

• Do they lack the skills to innovate?

culture you aspire to

• Does the working culture stifle innovation?
• Are you resilient enough to deal with the inevitable setbacks
and disappointments?
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• Are your leaders providing the necessary vision and support?
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If you cannot answer those questions, how can you fund innovation
smartly? How do you know where to focus your training investment,
and how do you allocate the resources available to you? How will you
track progress?

False

• Reveal the “gap” between the individual’s current
understanding and confidence and the desired culture
• Target and tailor the training and development required
to close the training gap the assessment has revealed

>

• Identify practices that are likely to hinder or create
innovative new products and services
• Reveal the hidden talent in your organization that
lies untapped

Don’t know

True

Current selection: TRUE with a confidence of 90%

Kaplan has developed an Innovation Diagnostic, designed to help
identify and benchmark your employee’s and organization’s
overall innovation potential. It presents respondents with a series
of innovation scenarios of which they choose the best answer. In
addition to providing their answers, respondents also rate the level of
confidence in their answers.
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STEP 1: SET THE COMPASS (CON’T.)

1

UNLOCKING HIDDEN TALENT

3

Any team that is simply going through the motions will be bringing less than

5

it might to the organization. This is especially salient where the team’s role is
reimagining tried and tested procedures or creating new value from an existing
product. Research on creativity (Amabile, 1996) shows that where an “I do what
I’m paid to and no more” or “it’s just my job” attitude prevail, creativity and
innovation suffer accordingly.

2
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Topic Name

Understanding

Confidence %

Market Savviness

71.3

87.3

3.0

40.0

77.2

1.2

2.9

72.5

-0.1

Growth
Opportunity
Financial Skills

Score

>

How is this diagnostic different?
The innovation diagnostic creates data that is categorically different from online
questionnaires or surveys. Deliberately avoiding binary questions, we ask
individuals to assign a confidence measure to their response. Where traditional
surveys generate flat data—who got it right, who got it wrong—our assessment
tells us not only who got it right, but combines this with a measure of their
confidence, which tells us how likely they are to make the right decisions.
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STEP 1: SET THE COMPASS (CON’T.)

1

LEADER AS DESIGNER

When driving innovation, the leader is first and

DEVELOP THE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ATTITUDES, AND
BEHAVIORS THAT ARE KEY TO INNOVATION

foremost a designer (Senge, 1990). Innovation

The next task is to assess the current level of knowledge, skills, attitudes, and

is neither a prescription for “anything goes” nor

behaviors (KSAB) against the KSABs required by the task. Horth and Vehar (2012)

is it simply applying the recipe for innovation

have identified innovative thinking as requiring a quite different skill set—and

that has worked in other places. The character

attitude—from business as usual thinking.

3

5

of the innovation that you seek must fit with

2

your organization. The tests of relative novelty,

<

appropriateness, and commercial viability provide

4

Business Thinking

Innovative Thinking

Logical

Intuitive

 eductive/inductive reasoning
D

 bductive reasoning
A

or adaptation? Do you need to embrace

 eeds proof in order to proceed
N

 sks what if
A

fundamental reimagining; or do you need to

L ooks for precedents

 Not constrained by the past

 akes quick decisions
M

 olds multiple possibilities
H

 here is right and wrong
T

 here is always a better way
T

 ncomfortable with ambiguity
U

 elishes ambiguity
R

 ants Results
W

 ants meaning
W

a useful starting point.
R
 elative Novelty: Is this need for innovation

simply adapt and improve existing processes,
products, or services?
A
 ppropriateness: How will your ambition to
innovate and initiate change reposition your
customers and products? How does this sit

>

with your corporate identity, core values, and
brand promise?
C
 ommercially Viable: What advantage is to
be gained over our competitors? What is the
opportunity cost?
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STEP 1: SET THE COMPASS (CON’T.)

1

3

Where there is a clear gap between current and

5

desired KSABs, the first response may be to “put
them on a training course.” And there is a wealth of
innovation courses to choose from. However, this is
almost certainly a mistake. The kind of thinking that is
described above are high levels of thinking, requiring
more than just a range of “creative thinking” tools
and techniques. This is not a gap that can be bridged

<

2

through training alone. “Training” is a technical solution:
it imparts “skills and drills.” The need here is for an

4

>

adaptive solution—one that involves a transformation in
how the individual sees themselves, their role, and the
organization.
Training and development solutions should be holistic.
They should involve both formal learning and on-thejob assignments and tasks, tailored around specific
projects rather than generic content. A learning journey
that aligns the investment they have made in training to
their commercial strategy.

A learning journey that aligns the
investment they have made in training to
their commercial strategy.
www.partnerwithkaplan.com
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STEP 2: GENERATE INNOVATION CAPABILITY

3

5

MATCH THE TEAM TO THE TASK

problems that have unknown solutions? Think about the sorts of

The purpose of any team is to solve problems. However, not all
problems are of the same order, and while teams have some common
features—a definable membership, a group identity, a sense of shared

2

purpose, an ability to leverage interdependence and to effect productive

4

interactions—their ability to perform is dependent on how well they are
set up to solve the problems that they face.

skills they need, the kind and quality of knowledge they will apply,
and the attitudes and behaviors that need to be encouraged.

SACRIFICING CLARITY FOR AMBIGUITY, SWAPPING
DEFINED ROLES FOR SHARED PURPOSE
Traditional team wisdom has much to say about clear roles and
responsibilities—everyone knows their job and what’s expected
of them. This is certainly true of the team facing a well-defined

<

Unknown
Solution
Known
Solution

Known Problem

Unknown Problem

Need: problemsolving team with
autonomy

Need: creative team
with freedom

Need: tactical team
with role clarity

Need: problemfinding team
(analytical and
creative)

Peckham (1999) suggests four types of team that are relevant for
different types of problems: problem-solving teams, creative teams,
tactical teams, and problem-finding teams.
Using Peckham’s taxonomy, what sorts of structures and leadership

>

problem, the pit crew of a Formula 1 car team, for example. For the
team charged with innovating and driving change in a fast-moving
and ambiguous environment, however, clarity of this order can be
counter-productive. Consider how differently that same Formula 1
team’s R&D team might operate.
Rather than have team members incentivised to focus on their
personal role and responsibilities, the innovative team needs to take
a broader, collective view—to share and seek responsibilities, to
look for new challenges and opportunities. The team must be driven
by a shared sense of strategic purpose and empowered to make
decisions that will stretch and challenge the organization, as well as
themselves.

does each team type need in order to be placed to solve the problems
they face? For example, how would a team that faces known problems
that have known solutions, differ from a team that faces unknown

www.partnerwithkaplan.com
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STEP 3: EMBODY THE TEAM

3

Research in leadership and social identity (Haslam et al. 2010)

5

shows us that the most successful leaders personify their team’s
purpose, values, and interests. Leaders stand for the team in
word and deed.
But, however strong that commitment is, it counts for little if
the leader doesn’t make the time to lead. Taking a lesson from
military leadership, it used to be said that a commander had

4

three battles to attend to: the close, the rear, and the deep. In

<

the workplace, the close battle is the daily task list: the papers to

>

read, the meetings to attend, the output to oversee, the emails
to write, and so on.
For many leaders, it is this aspect of their job that dominates
their time and, more importantly, their thinking. This leaves less
time to attend to the rear and deep battles. The rear battle can
be thought of as people and resources—making sure personnel
issues are dealt with, that people have the right training and
resources, and so on. The deep battle is forward looking. It’s
seeing ahead and planning for next week, next month, next
year; it’s engaging with stakeholders across the business;
it’s monitoring external events and their likely impact on the
organization. It is this work that enables the leader to create,
update, and refine the vision they share with the team. It is this
work that helps the team plan ahead. As such, deep battle is,
perhaps, the most important part of leading a team. It is also
the part of the role that is most likely to get neglected.

www.partnerwithkaplan.com

Balancing the Leadership Role
Leadership Role

% of time
currently
spent

% of time
that should
be allotted

‘Close’: Engaged in BAU, ‘firefighting; carrying out tactical tasks that could be delegated
‘Rear’: Dealing with the key Personnel, resource and logistical issues that support and
shape the team’s capability to deliver
‘Deep’: Thinking and planning strategically; engaging with key stakeholders across
—and outside—the organization; monitoring the external environment, assessing
competitors, best practice, etc.
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STEP 4: COACH THE TEAM
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Leaders can think, plan, and work at the level of
events—they can focus on what just happened. On
another level, they can study patterns of behavior to
reveal trends and patterns that hold lessons. This is

4

especially important in learning from experiments
and trials...even, perhaps more so, when these fail.
At a third level, leaders can think systematically,
exploring the underlying causes of behavior. The

<

>

innovative team leader needs to think and plan at all
three levels, but with a keen eye on the latter. And
their coaching must be informed by all three levels of
thinking too.
Coaching an innovative team goes beyond simply
competence in a particular area, function, or
specialism—they are coaching a team to challenge
the fundamental assumptions that the organization
makes. This is likely to challenge the leader as
well as the team. They will need to actively seek to
understand the other’s point of view, not simply
state their own; they will need to make explicit the
assumptions they are making and allow them to be
challenged.
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At a third level, leaders can think systematically,
exploring the underlying causes of behavior.
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STEP 4: COACH THE TEAM (CON’T.)

5

Problem-based learning (PBL) offers a range
of tools and techniques that can liberate
an organization’s innovative potential while
attending to business as usual. PBL nurtures the

4

conditions, enabling innovation and flexibility
to emerge through the adaptation and the
generation of new knowledge and understanding.
It is a coaching approach that takes advantage of

<

>

“disorienting dilemmas”—the conflict between
prior learning and new information or situations.
It encourages collaboration around problemsolving strategies and to use the case to take
responsibility for their learning and development.
It uses this capability to develop higher order
thinking skills such as analysis, synthesis,
evaluation, and creation of new knowledge.

www.partnerwithkaplan.com
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STEP 5: WIN AND LOSE TOGETHER

5

CELEBRATE AND PUSH FORWARD;
LEARN FROM SETBACKS AND ADAPT
Dealing with the team’s success and failures is a
key issue. The leader’s behavior will support or
undermine the team’s efforts. Celebrating success
does not come easily to some leaders. Rather
than celebrate it, they hardly seem to recognize
it. Others celebrate success but fail to push on to

<

greater achievements.

>

How leaders deal with failure and setback is even
more important. Most attempts to innovate fail.
How the leader manages that—how well they learn
from the experiment, how they support individuals,
how they represent this to key stakeholders, and
so on—will ultimately define the culture of the
business and innovations place in it.
Kaplan is an established global provider of professional development and
leadership solutions, partnering with organizations to align their training
investments with their business imperatives.
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INNOVATION TIPS
Perhaps the most important thing is to see being creative and innovative as a process, rather than a personal quality.
Being creative is something we do, not something we are. Like any process, there are a huge range of tools and
techniques that you can use to develop your skills and generate better outcomes. Here a few to get you started.
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THE 5 WHYS

REVERSE ENGINEER

Famously used at Toyota this

Often the hardest place to

WHAT WOULD
CROESUS DO?

is simply the process of asking ‘why?’.

start is at the beginning. So, start at the

Imagine that resources—time, money,

When a problem has occurred we ask

end. Ignore the problem for the time

expertise, etc.—are unlimited, and

‘why?’, and then ‘why?’ again to help you

being and envisage and articulate the

design the best possible solution or

drill further into the root cause of the

ideal solution. Then step by step move

approach. Once you dream up what

problem. Once you better understand

backwards asking ‘what do I need have

will undoubtedly be an expensive

the problem, you’ll be better set to

done?’ to identify the actions that need

solution, now all you need is to

solve it.

to be taken.

figure a way to make it practical and
affordable. Devised by Barry Nalebuff
and Ian Ayres, it’s a simple idea that

OLD + OLD = NEW
James Webb Young’s work

GIVE THE PROBLEM
TO SOMEONE ELSE

shows that the key to successful

Research shows clearly that we are far

innovation is to refine and combine

more creative and innovative with other

what we already know. So look at what

people’s problems than our own—our

works already and take two (or more)

egos and the time we have invested in

ideas together and see how you can

the problem can get in the way. So, turn

adapt and adopt the lessons they teach.

it over to colleagues and step away. You’ll
be amazed at what they can do for you.
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will generate a lot of ideas.

Start Over >>
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